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Your meditation and remembrance  
is life-giving, O God. 

 
The arising of vibrations or movement is called ‘life-force’. 
 
 The travelling of the rays at the appearance of the light of the sun 
is called ‘sunlight’ of the ‘life-force’ of the sun. 
 
 In the same way through the ‘Word’ of the Infinite Being, the 
fluctuating vibrations of the Divine Light or illumination in the 
universe is termed as ‘life-force’, ‘Shabadh’, ‘Naam’ that has come 
into being through the ‘Divine’ Command. 
 
 Electrical current operates in many kinds of electrical appliances 
for example,  in a bulb, fan, tube, iron etc, but in every appliance the 
manifestation of the current varies according to its construction. 
 
 In the same way, the Divine ‘Life-Force’, ‘Shabadh’, ‘Naam’ is 
ever present and according to the make up of each life form, this ‘Life-
force gives it the ‘gift of life’. There is only one ‘Life-Force’ that 
operates in each and every particle in the creation and is each 
particle’s 
 

 manifestation of life, 

 symbol of life, 

 support of life, 

 level of life, 

form of life, 

gift of life, 

life. 
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And according to the differnt 
  realms 
   soul wanderers 
    types 
     colours 
      destiny 
       country 
        community 
         intellect 
          thoughts 

 deeds 
of the life-forms their life come into being. 
 In other words:- 
 

1. The proclamation and manifestation of the ‘Life-Force’ 
is what is called life. 

2. ‘Life’ is the manifestation and symbolization of that 
‘Life-Force’, ‘Shabadh’, ‘Naam’. 

For example:- 
 
1. The germination of a tree, its growth, its flourishment, 

the bearing of fruits and flowers and eventually its 
death. 

2. The birth, the growth, the flourishment, adulthood, and 
death after old age. 

3. The coming together of elements and their manifesting 
into the form of water, air ether, fire and later or 
separate and scatter again. 

 
The support, fountain and centre for all these and 

numerous other ‘life forms’ is the one 
 
‘Life-Force’ 
 “shabadh’ 
  ‘Naam’ 
   ‘Power of Powers’ 
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From the above example it appears that deep within the ‘Life-Force 
there so some secret ‘cord’ of 
 
  yearning 
   desire 
    pull 
     secret attraction 
      love 
       romance 
 
that without knowing, is pulling each and every being to its source (its 
origin). 
 
 For example, water from the ocean, upon becoming warm, turns 
into vapour, clouds, ice, rain and flows through mountains, drains, 
streams, rivers, assuming many forms and once again returns to its 
beloved ocean and merges with it. In this lengthy journey, the water 
assumed many ‘lives’ and eventually it came back to meet its source. 
 
 In the same way the ‘Life-Force’ of every thing and every life 
being comes into existence according to Divine ‘Command’, lives its 
own ‘life’ and eventually it returns to merge with its source, the 
Infinite Being.  
 
 This whole play of life is the work of some unutterable and subtle   
‘silent love’s’ ‘cord of love which is forever attracting him to his 
Divine Source. But ‘man’ is unaware of the pull of this divine, innate 
‘love cord’. 
 
 The Infinite Being has given the 8.4 million soul wanderers a 
limited intellect. That is why they are unaware of their ‘life’ and ‘Life-
Force’. 
 
 This ‘unawareness’ or ignorance indeed is the Infinite Being’s 
blessing in disguise because in this too lies their emancipation. 
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1. In innocence and unawareness they live their life according to 
the Will of the ‘Divine Command or Order’. 

2. They live naturally in contentment and unlike man, they do not 
criticise, complain, lament upon the work of God. 

3. Automatically they keep on progressing spiritually. 
4. In this way, this ‘ignorance for them is emancipating. 
5. Unlike human beings they are unable to place obstacles in the 

way of Divine Command by using their cleverness and cunning. 
6. In this way they are freed from the consequences of their actions. 

 
Man’s story is somewhat different. 
 
The Infinite Being has bestowed untold blessings on human beings 

and some very special faculties. 
 

1. God has fashioned man in His image. 
 

O my mind, you are the embodiment of the Divine Light - recognize your 
own origin.                     441 

 
2. Man has been blessed with unlimited sharp intellect so that 

a) He can recognise himself. 
b) He can recognise his Creator 
c) He can recognise his Creators Command. 
d) Upon recognising the Command he can give  correct 

direction to his life. 
e) Through this Divine Life direction he can save 

himself from transmigration in the 8.4 million life 
forms. 

f) He can make a success of his priceless life. 
g) He can once again merge into his Creator the 

Infinite Being. 
 

3. He is the master of all life forms 
 
He installed you above the heads of all creatures.                  913 

 
Out of all the 8.4 million species of beings, 
God blessed mankind with glory.                                        1075 
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1 Among the 8.4 million species of life, the human life is the best of all.                                                    
                                                                                                      B.Gur 15/19 
 

2 Among the 8.4 million births, the human life is the rare one.     B. Gur 8/6 
 

4. He’s been blessed with unlimited boons  
 

3 God is Bountiful and Beautiful; He never comes up empty.      99 
 

4 You entrusted everything to me, when I became Your slave.              1096 

 
 5. Numerous materialistic conveniences have been created  
             for his physical and mental comfort and entertainment. 
 
5 The Creator has given me the nine treasures, wealth and spiritual powers, 

and I do not lack anything. 
 Eating, spending and enjoying, I have found peace; the gifts of the Creator 

Lord continually increase.         783 

 

7. For man’s emancipation based on his needs, ‘religions’ were brought 
into being. For the propagation of these religions and to give the ‘right 
divine direction’ numerous teaching and revealed texts came into 
being. To give the correct ‘direction to live’ to the lost and the 
wayward, numerous gurus, avtars, pirs, prophets, evolved suls, 
disciplined ones, sants, bhagats were sent to the world. 

 
6 The great men have studied the Shaastras, the Simritees and the Vedas, 

and they have said this:                             215 

 
7 Throughout the ages, Your Saints are holy and sublime, O God. 

They sing the Glorious Praises of the Lord, savoring it with their tongues.
                              1025 

8 In age after age, through all the ages, forever and ever, those who belong 
to the Guru's Family shall prosper and increase. 
Age after age, the Family of the True Guru shall increase. As Gurmukh, they 
meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord.     79 

  

The surprising thing is this 
 
Where: the8.4 million life forms with limited intellect and unaware of the divine 

boons are able to fully benefit from those boons and are spontaneously 
moving towards their emancipation 

 
There:  man, with unlimited sharp intellect and being the supreme life form of all 

the life forms 
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is yet unaware, unconcerned and becoming defiant (turning away) he is being 
carried away towards hell.  
 
 The regrettable thing is that in spite of having 
 

1. such sharp intellect, 

2. numerous ‘religions’, 

3. numerous religious texts, 

4. numerous religious temples, 

5. unlimited ‘propagation of religion, 

6. numerous avenues for knowledge and meditation, 

7. so much of ‘paath-pooja’ (the reading of religious texts and 
worship), 

8. so much meditation, penance, rites and rituals, 

9. numerous headstrong  yogic disciplines, 

10. numerous religious leaders, 
 
man who has been unable to acquire knowledge about- 
 

   his ‘inner-self’ 

    his ‘creator’ 

     his life’s direction 

      his life’s targets 

       his salvation 
 
is leading a life that is even more lowly, fouled and painful that the rest of 
the ignorant life forms. He has forgotten his “Divine’ self and he is moving 
swiftly towards hell. 
 
 Such a pitiful and painful decline of man is reason enough for the need 
to do research and contemplation ( into this dreadful state). 
 
 The Infinite Being has fashioned man in His Own image and bestowed 
upon him all powers. Together with this, He has added the ‘ doubt fallacy’ of 
egotism (a facility) that is so very overpowering. 
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As a result of this ‘doubt-fallacy’ of egotism we:- 
 

1. cannot discover our ‘real self’. 

2. cannot develop faith in the ‘presence’ of the ‘Infinite Being’. 

3. cannot decipher the Divine Command or Order. 

4. cannot abide in the ‘Will’ (of the Creator). 

5. cannot fully experience Divine Blessings. 

6. are unaware of our ‘life’s direction’. 

7. cannot experience the real Divine Life. 

8. are drifting away from our from our spiritual heritage. 

9. discharge our duties with an ‘ego ridden mind’. 

10. and we suffer the consequences of our deeds 
 
1 O Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt. 

  It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord's Name, and sold itself    
              out to Maya.            684 

 
2 Deluded by doubt, the world wanders around. 

It dies, and is born again, and is ruined by the Messenger of Death.   560 
 
3 This world is born out of the love of duality. 

The self-willed manmukh does not remember the Lord; he continues coming 
and going in reincarnation.          161 

 
4 Out of all the 8.4 million species of beings,God blessed mankind with glory. 

That human who misses this chance, shall suffer the pains of coming and going 
in reincarnation.                1075 

 
5 He loses the jewel of this human life in the gamble, and God is not pleased with 

him at all. 
Prays Nanak, wandering in doubt, he does not find any rest, even for an instant.

               705 
 Some examples of egotism’s doubt-fallacy are given below:- 
 

 1 In a theatre there are many characters who play different kinds of 
roles. In the performance, their every movement, presentation, dialogue is 
controlled according to the ‘plan’ or ‘scheme’ of the master (director). On 
the state some one is a king, a queen, a servant, a benefactor, a beggar 
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etc. assuming numerous roles and playing their own parts. Everyone is 
aware that actually he is not a ‘king’ or ‘queen’ etc., but has come for 
a limited period to the stage to play the ‘part’ assigned to him and in 
fact he is a ‘servant’ of the master (director). They know that they are 
not ‘free’ and cannot do as they ‘please’. But if some ‘actor’ forgets 
his master (director) or rebels and does as he pleases on the stage then 
the whole play gets interrupted and he receives punishment. 
 
 Exactly in the same way, the master of the creation, the Infinite 
Being, has created this worldly ‘huge performance of play’ through 
His boundless order, in which we living beings are playing our own 
‘part’. 
 
 For as long as we continue to play our ‘part’ within the Infinite 
Being’s divine ‘scheme’ abiding by (His) Will, until then the ‘arena of 
divine play’ will continue to operate without problems and the ‘player’ 
that is ‘man’ will continue to receive tribute. 
 
 But when we humans forget our Master, the Infinite Being’, and 
turn away, then in the ignorance of the illusion of attachment, egotism 
gets hold  of them and they assume that they are the ‘masters’, the all 
powerful who can do as they please. 
 
 In this way humans remain divorced from Divine Blessings and 
bound by action and reaction, they face pain or peace according to the 
law of maya ‘What I do is what I get’. 
 
1 One who walks according to his own will, O Siblings of Destiny, suffers 

separation from the Lord, and shall be punished.      601 
 
2 Whatever I did, for that I have suffered; I do not blame anyone else.   433 
 
3 By your actions, you have bound yourself. You come and go, entangled in 

Maya.             888 

 
 2. Electrical current is sourced from the ‘Power House’. This current 
gives light to each and every bulb. In the bulb is the fine filament  
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wire through which the electricity manifests itself. Around the filament is 
positioned a glass cover of varying colours and shapes. When the current 
flows through it, it ‘lights up’ or it becomes alive. If not, it goes ‘off’ and 
becomes ‘dead’. 
 
 The ‘bulb’ receives its ‘light’ or ‘life’ from the current and the current 
comes from the power house. The bulb by itself has no beingness. Its 
beingness is brought about by the ‘presence of current’. This is why the 
‘source’ of the ‘light of life’ is indeed the ‘power house’ or Naam. 
 
  
 If the bulb forgets the source of its ‘light of life’ or denies it and begins 
to exert its own individuality, then it (the bulb) is ‘wrong’, it’s hypocrisy and 
its ego’s ‘individuality is falsehood. The real ‘form’ is the ‘Infinite Being’ 
and the ‘current’ that arises from Him or ‘Naam’ is the ‘provider of life’ of 
the ‘embodiment of life’s bulb’. 
 
 
 Exactly in the same way, the “Infinite Being’ is the only ‘Form’ whose 
‘life giving light’ is present in the innate self of each and every being. But in 
the ignorance of materialistic doubt-ridden fallacy, man has this mistaken 
notion that he is an individual with a separate ‘identity’. He regards himself 
as, the be all and end all of everything, with the result that in every ‘aspect’ 
of his life, what manifests and predominates is ‘I – mine ness’ 
 
 It has been stated earlier that 
 

1. ‘Life’:- is the secret spontaneous working of the ‘Life Force’. 

2. ‘Life Force or ‘Shabadh’, ‘Naam’ is totally pervading and 
permeating each and every particle. 

 
 Just as there is only one form of electrical current, but the external 
devices that reveal its presence, the bulb, the tube etc are among the 
numerous appliances through which the flowing current reveals its presence 
as red, yellow, blue according to the inherent colour (of the appliance). 
 
 In the same way, water is always one, but the things that have dissolved 
in it determines its colour and taste. 
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 Exactly in the same way there is only one ‘Life-Force’, the ‘light 
energy’ of living beings, which operates. But because of the colouring of the 
mind, intellect and the sub conscious, this ‘Life- Force’ manifests itself 
externally. 
 
 This means that there are two aspects to the manifestation and presence 
of the ‘Life-Force’:- 
 

1. The pure, blemish less spontaneous innate flow which is ‘shabadh’, 
‘naam’, ‘hukam or command’. 

 
2. The external manifestation which is infected with the ‘reflection’ 

or ‘hue’ of 
 

  the ego ridden mind, 
  the self-centred intellect, 
  the sub consciousness. 
 
The flow of ‘Life-Force’ in the presence of these two aspects is what is 
called ‘Life’. 
 
 ‘Human beings’ are living their ‘life’ but about their ‘life-system’, 
their ‘Life-Force they are:- 
 
   uninformed 
    ignorant 
     heedless 
      not bothered and 
       are in error, 
This ‘error’ is:- 
   the doubt fallacy, 
    the ignorance, 
     the darkness, 
 
which is the reason why ‘humans’ are bereft of their innate divine:- 
 
   Life-force 
    Life illumination  
     Life’s fountain 
      Life’s footstep 
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   Life’s embodiment 
    Shabadh 
     Naam 
      ecstasy 
       silent love 
        divine joy 
         divine comfort 
          spontaneous flow 
           power of powers 
 
etc., and the numerous divine blessings therein.  
 
 In this ignorance and doubt fallacy, ‘man’ is entangled in:- 
 
   the life of materialism 
    love of illusions 
     hatred 
      duplicity 
       lust  
        anger 
         greed 
           avarice 
           attachment 
            ego etc. 
 
and day and night suffers and brings upon himself pain and anguish and 
leads a life of agony. 
 

Entangled and enmeshed, the whole world perished in false deeds and 
attachments.             134 

 
The important thing for man to understand about his ‘Life-Force’ is either to  
 

unravel or bring about an awareness 
 

or 
 

through ‘erring’ – remain ignorant. 
 

Here in lies the answer. 
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The 8.4 million life forms cannot unravel their (the secret of their) ‘life-
force’ because their intellect is limited. 
 

 But the Infinite Being has blessed man with unlimited sharp intellect. 
 

 About this ‘priceless gift’ of intellect, man 
 

    Instead of 
 

 1. going deep and unravelling 
   

     life’s path 
      life’s direction 
       life’s footsteps 
        shabadh 
 
  of the ‘Life-Force’ within, 
 

2 He has become the prey of materialism and is entangled in its  
scintillating miracles and caught up in the doubt ridden fallacy, he 
is wasting away his priceless life. 

  
 In this way man has ‘misused’ the divine gift of his sharp intellect, 
which is why man’s life is even more degraded than that of animals and 
goblins. 
 
 Bhai Gurdas has this to say about our decline:- 
 
1 The self willed man, forgetting the Creative Being, goes on pinning his  
 hopes upon man. 
 His body is worse than the animals’ and ghosts’.                    Var Bhai Gur 15/3 
 
2 Animals and ghosts said to be without wisdom are better than a manmukh (a 

self willed man). 
Even being wise the man becomes a fool and goes on looking towards men (to 
meet his selfish ends)                                   Var Bhai Gur 15/19 

 
3 Your Lord and Master has given you the breath of life and food to sustain you; 

Oh, why have you forgotten Him? 
Human birth is a priceless jewel, which has been squandered in exchange for a 
worthless shell.                   355 

 
4 It is so difficult to obtain this human incarnation, and without the Naam, it is all 

futile and useless.            450 
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1 I have wandered through countless incarnations, suffering terrible pain in these lives. 
I am entangled in sweet pleasures and gold. 
After wandering around with such great loads of sin, I have come, after 
wandering through so many foreign lands. 
Now, I have taken the protection of God, and I have found total peace in the 
Name of the Lord.            458 

 
2 This human birth is so precious; one must earn the right to come into the world....... 

The self-willed manmukhs are deluded; attached to corruption, they waste away 
their lives in vain.            565 

 
3 Wandering, wandering around for so many ages, he has grown weary, and 

finally, he obtained this human body. 
Says Nanak, this is the opportunity to meet the Lord; why don't you remember 
Him in meditation?            631 

 
4 You have wandered through many many births; you are exhausted but have 

still not found a way out of this endless cycle. 
Now that you have obtained this human body, meditate on the Lord's Feet; 
Nanak advises with this advice.          632 

 
5  I obtained this precious human life as a reward for my past actions, but without 

discriminating wisdom, it is wasted in vain.        658 
 
6 Whoever is born into the world, is entangled in it; human birth is obtained only 

by good destiny.            686 
 
7  Why have you forgotten your Lord and Master, who blessed you with this 

human life? 
Remembering Him in meditation, one is liberated. And yet, you do not sing His 
Praises, even for an instant.          902 

 
8  Then, one comes out from within the womb,and forgetting his Lord and Master, 

he attaches his consciousness to the world.           1007 
He comes and goes, and wanders in reincarnation; he cannot remain anywhere.

  
9  Wandering and roaming through 8.4 million incarnations, you have now been 

given this human life, so difficult to obtain. ||1|| 
You fool! You are attached and clinging to such trivial pleasures! 
The Ambrosial Nectar abides with you, but you are engrossed in sin and 
corruption.                 1017 

 
10  Some merely waste away their lives - why have they even come into the world? 

The self-willed manmukhs are attached to the love of duality. 
This opportunity shall not into their hands again; their foot slips, and they come 
to regret and repent.               1065 
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1 This human life, so difficult to obtain, was finally obtained after such a long 
time. He is losing it in exchange for a shell. 
He came to buy musk, but instead, he has loaded dust and thistle grass. ||1|| 
He comes in search of profits, but he is entangled in the enticing illusion of Maya.
                    1203 
2 He loses the jewel, in exchange for mere glass. When will he have this blessed 
opportunity again?                 1203 
You wandered through countless incarnations, until finally you attained this priceless 
human birth. 
Leaving the womb, you were born, and when you came out, you became attached to 
other places.                   1207 
 
3 Kabeer, it is so difficult to obtain this human body; it does not just come over 
and over again. 
It is like the ripe fruit on the tree; when it falls to the ground, it cannot be re-
attached to the branch.                1366 
 
4 Mortals wander lost and confused through countless lifetimes; their fear of 
death is never removed. 
Says Nanak, vibrate and meditate on the Lord, and you shall dwell in the Fearless 
Lord.                    1428 
 
A life filled with:- 

  doubt fallacy, 
     ignorance, 
      fear of another, 
       egocentricity,   
        materialism, 
 
has been chastised in Gurbani as follows:- 
 
5 O Siblings of Destiny, without devotion, why have people even come into the 
world? 
They have not served the Perfect Guru; they have wasted their lives in vain.  64 

 
6 Revelling in your riches and intoxicated with youth, you waste your life 
uselessly.               75 

       
7 The nights are wasted sleeping, and the days are wasted eating.          156 
Human life is such a precious jewel, but it is being lost in exchange for a mere shell.  
                                                    
8 Cursed is that long life, during which love for the Lord's Name is not enshrined.
               233 
9 The life of the faithless cynic is totally useless. Without the Truth, how can 
anyone be pure?            269 
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1 Without the remembrance of the Lord, day and night pass in vain, 
like the crop which withers without rain.        269 
 
2 Useless are the lives of those, who have forgotten the Naam.   369 
 
3 Without the Naam, I cannot live...... 
Without the Naam, cursed, cursed are their lives.      366 
 
4 Attached to children and wife, they forget the Naam. 
They waste this human life in vain, and lose the game in the gamble.   412 
 
5 Without the Name, what is life? Cleverness is detestable and cursed.  422 
One who does not serve the Holy True Guru, is not pleased by devotion to the Lord. 
 
6 Clinging to pride, you shall depart, O foolish mind, and in the end, you shall 
regret and repent. 
You are afflicted with the diseases of ego and desire, and you are wasting your life 
away in vain.             441 
 
7 Without the Naam, the Name of the Lord, one obtains only suffering for his 
delicacies to eat. His mouth is insipid, and his face is spat upon, again and again. 493
  
8 Cursed is the life of those who forsake and throw away the peace of the Lord's 
Name, and suffer pain instead by practicing ego and sin. 
The ignorant self-willed manmukhs are engrossed in the love of Maya; they have no 
understanding at all. 
In this world and in the world beyond, they do not find peace; in the end, they 
depart regretting and repenting.               511 
 
9 Imbued with the love of Maya, the great enticer, you shall lose the jewel of this 
human life. 
Except for the One Name of the Lord, you are clever in everything else.   546 
 
10 Without serving the True Guru, the people of the world are dead; they waste 
their lives away in vain. 
In love with duality, they suffer terrible pain; they die, and are reincarnated, and 
continue coming and going. 
They live in manure, and are reincarnated again and again. 
O Nanak, without the Name, the Messenger of Death punishes them; in the end, they 
depart regretting and repenting.           591 
 
11 Acting in egotism and pride, his life passes away, and he does nothing for his 
soul. 
Wandering and wandering all around, he is never satisfied; he does not remember 
the Name of the Lord.           615 
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1 Without the Name, the world wanders around insane; the Gurmukhs come to 
see this. 
Involved in worldly affairs, he wastes his life in vain; the peace-giving Lord does not 
come to abide in his mind.            643 
 

 Such a materialistic life is not even considered as  ‘life’ in Gurbani:- 
 
2 O my Beloved, I live by meditating on Your Name. 
Without Your Name, my life does not even exist. My True Guru has implanted the 
Naam within me.              40 
 

3 Servant Nanak lives, chanting the Name. Without the Name, he dies in 
an instant.                 1424 
 
4 Those who forget the Lord might just as well die. 
Without the Naam, of what use are their lives?       188 
 
5 How have I passed my life? 
I have not taken the Lord's Name as my Support.      330 
 
6 Without the Naam, I cannot live...... 
Without the Naam, cursed, cursed are their lives.      366 
 
7 Without the Name, what is life? Cleverness is detestable and cursed.  422 
One who does not serve the Holy True Guru, is not pleased by devotion to the Lord.
     
8 They do not serve the True Guru, and they do not embrace love for the Lord's Name. 
Do not even think that they are alive - the Creator Lord Himself has killed them.   
O Nanak, the self-willed manmukhs are in a living death; forgetting the Lord, they 
suffer in pain.              589 

 
9 Without the Naam, the Name of the Lord, life might just as well be burnt down.
                    1332 
 
10 Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord, what is the use of this human life?
                    1427 
 

 On the other hand the ‘human life form’ has been lauded (praised) in 
Gurbani in this way:- 
 
11 Through 8.4 million incarnations you have wandered, to obtain this rare and 
precious human life.              50 
 
12 Be victorious, and win the priceless jewel of this human life, by meditating on 
Him in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, even for an instant.  210 
16 
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1 This body-horse was created by the Lord. 
Blessed is human life, which is obtained by virtuous actions. 
Human life is obtained only by the most virtuous actions; this body is radiant and 
golden. The Gurmukh is imbued with the deep red color of the poppy; he is imbued 
with the new color of the Lord's Name, Har, Har, Har.      575 
 
2 O Nanak, fruitful is the life of that being, within whose heart the True Lord and 
Master abides.             577 

 
3 This human birth is so difficult to obtain; the Gurmukh obtains it. 
The mind and body are dyed in the deep red color of devotional love, if it pleases the 
True Guru. ||1|| 
He departs with his life embellished and successful, taking the merchandise of the 
True Name. 
He is honored in the Darbaar, the Royal Court, of the Lord, through the Shabad, the 
Word of the True Guru, and the Fear of God.       751 
 
4 One's life become fruitful and rewarding, by great good fortune. 
In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, enshrine love for the Lord.  805 
 
5 By great good fortune, I obtained this body;           1065 
in this human life, I have focused my consciousness on the Word of the Shabad.  
 
6 Kabeer, it is so difficult to obtain this human body; it does not just come over 
and over again.                  1366 
 
7 Among the 8.4 million births, the human life is the rare one   B.Gur 8/6_L1 
 
8 Human life in invaluable and being born, man gets the company of the holy 
congregation.          B.Gur 15/17_L1 
 
9 Among the 8.4 million species of life, the human life is the best one. B Gur 15/19_4 
 
10 This human life is priceless- it is the time to meet (get linked with the creator) 
                       B Gur 41/10 

The above discussion is an explanation of the materialistic world of 
‘trigun’ (tri-attributive). 

 
Above this (materialistic world) is the spiritual realm where man’s ‘play 

of love’ in the spiritual realm is novel and different. 
In Gurbani the spiritual realm has been described as follows:- 

 
11 O my Beloved, I live by meditating on Your Name. 

Without Your Name, my life does not even exist. My True Guru has implanted the 
Naam within me.                     40 
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1 Your humble servants live by meditating, meditating on You. Their minds 
treasure the True Word of the Shabad.         107
              

 
2 They alone are truly alive, whose minds are filled with the Lord. 

O Nanak, no one else is truly alive;           142 
 
3 Servant Nanak lives by the Naam, the Name of the Lord; by the Lord's Mercy, 

he chants the Lord's Name.          169 
 
4 O Nanak, he alone lives, who chants the Naam, the Name of the Lord.   200 
 
5 O Nanak, he alone lives, who acknowledges the One Lord.     319 
 
6 Those humble beings who focus their consciousness on the Lord's Feet, live 

forever and ever.            508 
 
7 Each and every day, forever, I sing the Lord's Praises; my mind lives by hearing 

Your Name.  
O Nanak, that moment when I forget my Lord and Master - at that moment, my 
soul dies.              562 

 
8 My soul lives by reflecting upon the Name of God.      562 
 
9 Your Name, O Transcendent Lord, is Ambrosial Nectar; whoever meditates on it, 

lives.               616 
 
10 Says Nanak, forgetting You, O God, how can the world find life?    617 
 
11 Life, spiritual life, is in the Lord. Spiritual life consists of chanting the Lord's 

Name in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.      684 
 
12 Meditating, meditating, meditating in remembrance on the Naam, I live; my 

mind and body are enraptured.          749 
 
13 Chanting, meditating on Your Name, I live, and hereafter, I will obtain a seat in 

the Court of the Lord.           893 
 
14 Fruitful is the life, the life of one who hears about the Lord, and chants and 

meditates on Him; he lives forever.             1019 
 
15 They alone are alive, whose minds are filled with the Lord. 

They contemplate the True Lord, and are absorbed in the True Lord.       1173 
 
16 But if he vibrates and meditates on the Lord of the Universe, for even a 

moment, then he shall live forever and ever.      204 
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1 If I do not forget the Naam, the Name of the Lord, then I die. Nanak offers this 
prayer.                  1214 

2 A person is judged to be alive, only if he sees the Lord.             1221 
 
3 Without the Naam, the Name of the Lord, life might just as well be burnt down.
                    1332 
4 Their lives are fruitful and prosperous, and their birth is approved; 

 by Guru's Grace, they enjoy the Love of the Lord.          1339 
 
5 Servant Nanak lives, chanting the Name. Without the Name, he dies in an 

instant.                  1424 
 
6 The living practice of Gursikhi (entails)dying while yet living (detaching oneself 

from worldly ways thereby) putting an end to egotism.      Bh Gur 28/9 
 
7 The guru orientated one by good fortune comes into this world. 

He reaps the fruits of peace and comfort when he does his deeds with love 
filled worship.             Bh Gur 19/10 

 

 The two ‘aspects’ of human life can be discerned in the following way:- 
      

Life of ‘Guru Orientated’    Life of ‘mind orientated’ 
 

spiritual realm worldly realm 

faith in ‘You-Yours ‘me-mine’ predominates 

linked to the soul linked to egotism 

intuitional illumination doubt fallacy 

abides by divine will lead by self will 

the pull of the ‘cord of love’ pull of materialism 

interconnected enmity-confrontation 

love hatred 

peace turmoil 

‘no more deaths’ transmigration 

freedom from jam-doot (death’s  couriers) in the clutches of jam-doot 

completely satiated (satisfied) fire of desire 

selflessness needs and wants 

thankfulness complaint 

goodwill grievance  
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virtues vice 

others before self self centred 

sees virtue in giving sees virtue in receiving 

not bound by action-reaction bound by action-reaction 

priceless worthless 

successful futile 

(faith in) one and only one faith in others 
 
 The 8.4 million life-forms by themselves in the innate self are 
unknowingly abiding in the spontaneous flow of the inlaid (divine) hukam or 
command and are making their life successful by abiding in the ‘Will’ of 
their Creator. 
 
 But man, absorbed in the doubt fallacy of materialism, to link him with  
 
   hukam (Command) 
    Word 
     Naam 
      Will 
       life’s direction 
        life’s path 
         life (itself) 
 
and to 
 
   explain 
    teach 
     cultivate 
 
these in him, the Infinite Being via His sants, devotees, gurus, prophets 
through their Word – using numerous mythologies- have made efforts to 
counsel and preach (man). But from his  
 

innate self  
 creator 
  hukam (command) 
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     Will 
      life’s goal 
       life (itself) 
man is still ignorant, unconcerned and is turning away 
 
 There is need to research into the causes and carry out an in depth and 
detailed deliberation on the treatment and corrective action. 
 

 A recollection is called a ‘thought’. 

 Focusing on a thought becomes ‘attention. 

 According to inclination and interest, ‘attention’ becomes ‘intense’. 

 Intensity of attention gives rise to emotions. 

 The flight   of thought process of emotions is called ‘poetry’. 

 Interest and inclination motivates one towards action. 

 Recurrent actions give rise to habits. 

 Habits give rise to tendencies. 

 Deep tendencies give rise to behaviour. 

 Behaviour formulates our character. 

 Character creates life. 

 ‘Life’ gives rise to personality. 

Personality creates our destiny. 

Personality creates an environment around us. 

Personality creates our own world. 

Personality causes our life to influence others. 

Personality sets the life’s goals for us. 

Personality penetrates, permeates and diffuses into our subconscious self.           

 The subconscious self is the one that determines our successive births 
 
 The root cause or seed for these mental states are our recollections or 
thoughts. 
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Our deeds, habits, behaviour, life, personality, subconscious self, destiny, all 
these are dependent upon our good or bad thoughts. 
 
1 As she has planted, so does she harvest; such is the field of karma.         134 
 
2 Whatever I did, for that I have suffered; I do not blame anyone else.         433 

 
 If our thoughts are good, pure, virtuous then our life can become lofty, 
virtuous, beautiful and divine. 
 

Thoughts resulting from base tendencies create ‘demonic’ vices and we 
lead an ego-ridden, degrading life filled with greed, enmity-confrontation, 
fear-anxiety and experience misery. 
 
3 Enmeshed and entangled, the whole world perishes in false occupations.     133 
 

 The first thing needed to change our life is the ability to recognise the 
good and bad in the innate self within or the ‘discerning ‘power, or a 
‘discriminating’ intellect. But the regrettable thing is that  our intellect has 
become so polluted that we have lost the ability to even ‘discern’ the 
difference between ‘good and ‘bad’. For fulfilling our own selfish needs we 
have even legitimized foul deeds. 
 
 To acquire this discerning power or a discriminating intellect we need:- 
 

1. A lofty, pure, vibrant-awakened company of evolved souls. 

2. The cultivation of the practice of Naam, Simran. 

3. The Grace of the Guru. 
 

Without this discerning power we will continue to act in our old, faulty, 
polluted mind map and continue to suffer the consequences. 
 
 It has been explained earlier that the main cause of our mind’s ‘hue’  or 
‘life-style’ are our thoughts. 
 
 Hence by changing our thoughts our ‘life’ can be changed. 
 
 Our mind is influenced by the surrounding environment and the 
‘company’ (we keep). 
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The kind of company one keeps (determines) the fruits one harvests.      1369 

 
 To change an old ignoble mind ‘map’, it is necessary to graft it 
with virtuous attributes. This will ensure that the results or fruits of our 
deeds are good and our  life becomes ‘virtuous’, lofty, ‘beautiful, 
peaceful and emancipating. 
 
 This ‘divine graft’ can only take place in the company of blessed 
beloved gurmukhs, spiritually evolved persons. 
 
 While being in the sadh sangat, the company of the holy, and 
doing simran, as our mind becomes purer our ‘power of discernment’ 
will begin to increase and we will make an effort to free ourselves 
from lowly thoughts and deeds and in their place the practice of  

  lofty 

   noble 

    beautiful 

     pure 

      virtuous 

       divine 
thoughts will take place. 
 

If we desire and aspire for higher, nobler, healthier, happier life-it is 
essential that-first or all we avoid, discard, forget or brush aside our baser 
ideas and thoughts at once, as soon as they sprout in our mind, and at the 
same time replace or substitute them with higher, nobler, inspiring thoughts, 
by invoking the help and guidance. of Guru's Grace, and seek and imbibe 
sublime inspiration of Gurbani, and holy company of Awakened and 
Enlightened souls.  

 
If these depraved thoughts are nor forgotten or diverted in the first 

instance and are entertained and cultivated, they percolate and penetrate deep 
into our mind and sub-consciousness.  
 
 
 

Lekh 34--23 



Gradually, in course of time, they become insidious and powerful to 
enslave us, making our lives unhappy, corrupt, depraved and miserable.  
 

 

Gradually, in course of time, they become insidious and powerful to 
enslave us, making our lives unhappy, corrupt, depraved and miserable.  
 

 Some aspects of the ‘lifestyles’ of the 8.4 million life forms and made at 
their head are being enumerated as follows:- 
 
1  Other life are unknowingly living their life according to the Will 
    forms   (of the Creator). 
 

Man Knowingly turns away from the Will (of the Creator). He lives 
his life according  to his self will and does as he pleases. 

 
2  Other life As their intelligence is limited they cannot operate outside the 
    forms  hukam or command (of the Creator). 
 
    Man  Knowingly misuses his sharp intellect. 
 
3  The whole  abides by the Divine Will and serves man. 
    creation 
    Man  for his own selfish ends he mercilessly exploits ‘souls who  

abide by the will of God. 
 
4  Creation inspite of man’s unforgiving / uncaring nature continues to  

extend goodwill towards the bad (undeserving) 
 

Man  for his own selfish ends cheats and is tyrannical towards other    
living beings. 

 
5  Other life abiding by the will of the Creator they joyfully remain  
    Forms   contented and satisfied. 
 

Man  inspite of utilizing numerous gifts of nature man remains  
dissatisfied, thankless and ungrateful. 

 
6  Other life the (expression) of enmity-confrontation, jealousy-duality,     
   forms   hatred in them is within the boundary set by (divine) hukam or  

command 
    Man  has increased enmity-confrontation, jealousy-duality, hatred to 
such an extent that the world is filled with utter confusion with tension, 
hatred, greed, fights and quarrels.  
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7  Other life do not exhibit greed beyond their daily needs. 
    forms 
     
    Man  Inspite of having everything he still goes about like a rabid 

(dog) 
 
8  Other life    with their limited intellect they abide by the will of their  
    forms   Creator thereby (steadily) progressing in life. 
 

Man Inspite of unlimited intellect he is ‘wasting away’ his life in 
doubt fallacy of egotism and ignorance and is drifting towards 
hell. 

9  Other life Abiding by the Will (of the Creator) they cannot do any bad or  
    forms  commit any sins. 
 

    Man Inspite of such strong intellect and awareness, he is even 
lower than animals, and living a degenerated life he lands up 
at the mercy of ‘jam-dhoot’, the couriers of death because of 
his falsehood, treachery, dishonesty, piracy, hypocrisy, 
cruelty. 

10  Other life  are spontaneously engrossed and dedicated to cultivating the  
      forms        inbuilt secret discipline within themselves. 
 
      Man  Inspite of having numerous spiritual disciplines, knowledge- 
                       mediation, spiritual texts, yogic disciplines, he is still divorced    
                       from Naam- the spiritual essence of divine discipline. 
 
11  Other life  live their life according to the ‘inlaid hukam or command’.  

forms They do not need to change their life’s direction or ‘change’ 
their discipline. 

 
Man has created his beliefs and religions according to his 

environment and his company. These keep changing 
according to his mental tendencies and his personal needs. In 
this way he remains separated from the One Eternal Being’s 
Gurparsaad – the blessings of one who enlightens. 

 
12  Other life  While living they serve man and upon death they also serve     
      form  and remain useful to nature 
   “When animals die they serve ten (different) needs.” 
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      Man  when he dies (his remains) serve no purpose at all. 
 
13  Other life abiding by the will (of the Creator) they move upwards on the       
      form  ladder of life. 
 
      Man  having reached the top of the ladder (of life), he faces the  

unfortunate task of moving downwards because of his base or 
lowly doings 

 
 The ordinary people don’t even know:- 
 

1. What Life is? 
2. What kind of life they are leading now? 
3. What are the shortcomings in their ongoing life? 
4. Could there be a higher and nobler life than this one? 
5. What is ‘life’s direction’ to such a higher and nobler life? 
6. What are the required ‘disciplines’ for such a higher life? 

 
The masses have become so entangled and dazed in the destiny of their 
past karamic deeds and in their present environment, that inspite of 
seeing a noble ‘form of living’ they still do not get the motivation, the 
excitement, the courage or the effort to make their own life loftier and 
more noble. They keep on drifting according to their past ‘life current’ 
with inclinations inherited from karamic deeds with an indifferent and 
irresponsible attitude. They simply waste away their precious life and 
face misery by getting entangled in the same kind of anger, grievance, 
jealousy-duality, enmity-confrontation, fights-quarrels. Apart from this 
they have got into the habit of (consuming)intoxicants and re ruining 
their physical and economic lives. 
 
 These days our lives have become so polluted that we have 
severely clouded the surroundings of our environment and atmosphere 
to such an extent their selfishness, hatred, enmity-confrontation, 
jealousy-duality, lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego predominate and 
with the ‘stench’ of materialistic degradation pandimonium and turmoil 
has come into being. In such a degrading condition, the spiritual counsel 
of gurus, highly evolved souls, and Gurbani has been put on ‘hold’ and 
religion has become a kind of an external show and hypocrisy. 
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The surprising thing is that we, the literate ones, the religious scholars too 
have not been able to escape from this onslaught.  
 
 When even our religious leaders have come in the powerful grip of this 
terrible materialistic decline then who will correct the masses. 
 
 Gurabani admonishes us as follows about this materialistic 
degradation:- 
 
1 Wandering, wandering around, the soul is reincarnated as a human, but this 

body lasts only for an instant.                 810 
Losing this opportunity, he must wander again through countless incarnations.  

 
2 They do not love the Lord's Name, and they lose their life uselessly. O Nanak, 

the Messenger of Death attacks them, and humiliates them.    852 
 
3 The miserable self-willed manmukhs are forever deluded by doubt; they waste 

away their lives uselessly.           852 
 
4 Says Nanak, those who forsake Truth and cling to falsehood, lose their lives in 

the gamble.             919 
 
5 Wandering and roaming through 8.4 million incarnations, you have now been 

given this human life, so difficult to obtain. ||1|| 
You fool! You are attached and clinging to such trivial pleasures! 
The Ambrosial Nectar abides with you, but you are engrossed in sin and 
corruption.                 1017 

 
6 Acting egotistically, one loses his life. 

Even in the world hereafter, emotional attachment to Maya does not leave him. 
In the world hereafter, the Messenger of Death calls him to account, and 
crushes him like sesame seeds in the oil-press.           1063 

 
7 Some merely waste away their lives - why have they even come into the world? 
  The self-willed manmukhs are attached to the love of duality. 

This opportunity shall not into their hands again; their foot slips, and they come 
to regret and repent.                1065 

 
8 Chasing after worldly affairs, he wastes away his life in vain; without the Name, 

he suffers in pain.                1067 
 
9 O mortal, meditate on the Lord - your life is passing away! 

Without the True Word of the Shabad, you shall never be released, and your 
life shall be totally useless.               1126 
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1 Why have the wandering self-willed manmukhs even come into the world? 
Forgetting the Naam, the mortals waste their lives away.                          1174 

 
2 Moment by moment, instant by instant, your life is running out. The fool cannot 

understand this. 
He does things which will not go along with him in the end. This is the lifestyle 
of the faithless cynic.                1200 

 
3 The corrupt person passes his days and nights uselessly. 

He does not vibrate and meditate on the Lord of the Universe; he is intoxicated 
with egotistical intellect. He loses his life in the gamble.          1205 

 
4 You wandered through countless incarnations, until finally you attained this 

priceless human birth. 
Leaving the womb, you were born, and when you came out, you became 
attached to other places.               1207 

 
5 Those who are entangled in the three gunas - the three dispositions - do not 

love the Naam, the Name of the Lord. 
Forsaking virtue, they practice evil; they shall be miserable in the Court of the Lord. 
They lose their life in the gamble; why did they even come into the world? 1284 
           

6 You obtained this human life, but you have not remembered the Lord in 
meditation, even for an instant. 
For the sake of pleasure, you have become subservient to your woman, and 
now your feet are bound.               1352 

 

7 Those who do not serve the True Guru, and do not keep the Shabad enshrined 
in their hearts 
- cursed are their lives. Why did they even come into the world?        1414 

 

8 Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord, what is the use of this human life?
                    1427 
To be protected from the degradation of materialism Gurbani has the following 
advice:- 
9 Day by day, hour by hour, life runs its course, and the body withers away. 

Death, like a hunter, a butcher, is on the prowl; tell me, what can we do? ||1|| 
That day is rapidly approaching. 
Mother, father, siblings, children and spouse - tell me, who belongs to whom? 
||1||Pause|| 
As long as the light remains in the body, the beast does not understand himself. 
He acts in greed to maintain his life and status, and sees nothing with his eyes  
Says Kabeer, listen, O mortal: Renounce the doubts of your mind. 
Chant only the One Naam, the Name of the Lord, O mortal, and seek the 
Sanctuary of the One Lord.           692 

 

10 Sing the Lord's Praises, O mind; He is your only true companion. 
Your time is passing away; listen carefully to what I say.           727 
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1 If you are conscious, then be conscious of Him night and day, O mortal. 
Each and every moment, your life is passing away, like water from a cracked 
pitcher.  726 

 
2 Meditate on the Lord of the Universe, the Beloved Lord of the World. 

Meditating in remembrance on the Lord's Name, you shall live, and the Great 
Death shall not consume you ever again. ||1||Pause|| 
Through millions of incarnations, you have come, wandering, wandering, 
wandering. 
By the highest destiny, you found the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.  

                886 
 
3 Why have you forgotten your Lord and Master, who blessed you with this human life? 

Remembering Him in meditation, one is liberated. And yet, you do not sing His Praises, 
even for an instant.            902 

 
4 Says Kabeer, why do you not meditate on the Lord? Your life is uselessly 

slipping away!                 1124 
 
5 Live, live, live forever. 
  Rise early each day, and drink in the Nectar of the Lord. 

With your tongue, chant the Name of the Lord, Har, Har, Har, Har.       1138 
 
6 O mortal, why have you wasted your life? 

Intoxicated with Maya and its riches, involved in corrupt pleasures, you have 
not sought the Sanctuary of the Lord.             1231 

 
7 Says Kabeer, meditate and vibrate on the Lord, O madman. Your life is uselessly 

wasting away.                 1252 
 
8 O mortal, as Gurmukh, meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord. 

In duality, you are ruining and wasting this priceless human life. You trade it 
away in exchange for a shell.              1261 

 
9 Slipping away - your life is uselessly slipping away. 

Night and day, you listen to the Puraanas, but you do not understand them, you 
ignorant fool! Death has arrived; now where will you run? 1352 
 

10 Kabeer, it is so difficult to obtain this human body; it does not just come over 
and over again. 
It is like the ripe fruit on the tree; when it falls to the ground, it cannot be re-
attached to the branch.               1366 

 
11 Mortals wander lost and confused through countless lifetimes; their fear of 

death is never removed. 
Says Nanak, vibrate and meditate on the Lord, and you shall dwell in the 
Fearless Lord.                 1428 
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1 This human life is priceless – (this is the) time to meet (the Creator) Bh Gur41/11 

 
2 Tatta: Why do you practice hypocrisy, O mortal? In a moment, in an instant, 

you shall have to get up and depart. 
Don't lose your life in the gamble - hurry to the Lord's Sanctuary.  

  433 
 
 ‘Water’ rises from the ocean and after assuming the form of wapour, 
clouds, ice, hail-stones, rain, drains, streams, rivers, water holes, ponds it 
returns to its source the ‘ocean’. The variety of forms this water assumes 
keeps changing according to its sangat or company. 
 

 Due to the company of heat, vapour (results), 

 Due to company of cold, clouds (form), 

 Under the influence of heat, rain (falls) 

From the rain depending on the condition of the earth, puddles, pools, 
drains, streams (get replenished and then) 

 Rivers take shape. 
 
 But the important point is this, that although water took on many forms, 
in its innate self, the same ‘life current’ kept on operating, it kept manifesting 
and extending itself into numerous guises, forms, colours and names and all 
this time the pull of meeting the beloved ocean was consistently present. 
 
 
 In this way what ever thing we add to the water, the water assimilates its 
colour, its ‘stench’, its taste thus giving rise to a potpourri type of solution. 
Although this solution keep changing according to the things mixed into it as 
in for example – lassi, tea. lime drink, alcohol, medicine, etc. where it 
appears in vastly different forms, colours and names – but in these numerous 
‘life-forms’ water is the main ingredient. In other words, the main ingredient 
‘water’ is the one and same but its numerous forms keep changing according 
to the mixture or the ‘company (of things mixed into it). 
 
 Exactly in the same way, man’s existence or ‘life current’ or ‘light’ is 
the one all engulfing omnipresence, but the life style of man’s mind keep 
changing according to the company he keeps. 
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 In other words according to the assimilation of the ‘hue’ of  the 
‘company’ of past internal subconscious self and the external environment, 
our life gets fashioned and keeps changing. 
 

The type of sangat (or company) we keep, determines the kind of fruits 
we eat. 1369 

 
 When the effect of the company we keep becomes entrenched in our 
mind, or gets dyed with a fast colour, then that is the ‘colour’ which 
determines our ‘life-style. 
 
 In our life this colour 
 
    thrusts 
     permeates 
      diffuses 
       entrenches 
 
itself and becomes our 
 
    life’s support 
    life’s direction 
    life’s path 
    life’s style 
    life’s standard 
    life (itself). 
 
 As an example, the intoxication of an ‘addict’ becomes his life’s support 
and finally that ‘addiction’ itself becomes his ‘life-style’. His speech, 
movement, thinking, in fact every aspect of his life, spontaneously and 
unknowingly becomes the illumination and manifestation of the colour of his 
addiction. 
 
 This example is the evidence of the effect of physical addiction. In the 
same way the very subtle, hidden and deep effect of the hue of mental and 
spiritual ‘addiction’ too affects the life of man. 
 
 Earlier on, the effect of the hue of mental thoughts has been explained 
in detail (where it was stated) that our mind takes on the vibrations of the 
surrounding environment. According to the nature of our thoughts 
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the solution of our mind’s thoughts keep changing as we engage ourselves in 
the practice of doing things. Entrenching this hue, man allows it to descend 
into his subconscious self. Through man’s daily thoughts, thinking, deeds he 
gets bound in (the play of) action and reaction and faces the consequences of 
his doings. 
 
  In this way man’s materialistic hue becomes his ‘life-support’ or 
‘life-style’. 
 
 The 
    routine 
     reverse cycle 
      ‘flow’ of thoughts 
       habits 
        behaviour 
         character 
 
of our daily life has become so potent that we, despite 
 
    knowing 
     feeling 
      realizing 
       wanting 
        making an effort 
 
to come out of the previous materialistic channel, we cannot extricate 
ourselves from it and over and over again we get trapped and entangled in it. 
 
 Not only that, the reverse cycle of materialism or the flow of ‘lowly 
thoughts’ has been so rapid, so powerful that we can find no time to look 
beyond it, to make a request, to free ourselves (from its grip). 
 
1 This world perishing in attachment and possessiveness; no one knows the way 

of life.              508 
2 Again and again, the crow falls into the trap.  

Then he regrets it, but what can he do now?       935 
 

3 In the love of duality, O Nanak, the mortals are being washed downstream. 1425 
                

4 This mind does not follow my advice one tiny bit. 
I am so tired of giving it instructions - it will not refrain from its evil-
mindedness. ||1||Pause|| 
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1  It has gone insane with the intoxication of Maya; it does not chant the Lord's 
Praise. 
Practicing deception, it tries to cheat the world, and so it fills its belly. ||1|| 
Like a dog's tail, it cannot be straightened; it will not listen to what I tell it. 536 

 

 The proof of our inability or helplessness (in this situation) is this that 
despite numerous:- 
 
   religions 
    religious institutions 
     religious texts 
      knowledge 
       philosophies 
        prayer – worship 
         rites and rituals 
          yogic discipline 
 
man’s mental and spiritual ‘life’ instead of becoming higher and better it is 
fast declining. 
 
 That is why to free man from materialistic degradation’s 
 
   reverse cycle 
    lowly flow of thoughts 
     habits 
      behaviour 
 
Gurbani gives the one and only way:- 
 
   ‘Sadh Sangaat’ (the company of the holy) 
   ‘Sat Sangat’      (the company of Truth) 
 
 Without the ‘Sadh Sangat’ the company of the holy there is no other 
way for man to escape and free himself from materialistic degradation. 
 

2 Without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, no one swims across. 373 
 
3 Without the Sangat, the Company of the Holy, all remain like beasts and 

animals.  427             
 
4 Without the sadh sangat, the company of the holy, and bereft of the word of 

the guru, man transmigrates into infinite species of life.      Bh Gur 5/18 
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 The point to note here is this, that Gurbani motivates one towards the sadh 
sangat – the company of the holy. This means that only the company and the service 
of blessed Gurmukh beloveds, sants, sadhus, evolved souls living a divine life can be 
beneficial and emancipating. 
 

 That is why in Gurbani the praises of the sadh sangat and the mandatory 
command has been made as follows:- 
 

1 Join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; vibrate and meditate on the 
Jewel of the Naam.             12 

 

2 Join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, and meditate in remembrance 
on the Lord; even a sinner like yourself will become pure.     631 

 

3 Joining the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, sing the Glorious Praises of 
the Lord, and win this precious treasure of human life.     404 

 

4 How fruitful is the life of that being in this world, who chants the Name in the 
Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.        750 

 

5 One's life become fruitful and rewarding, by great good fortune. 
In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, enshrine love for the Lord. 805 

 

6 The Primal Lord, the Architect of Destiny, has come into my conscious mind; I 
seek the Sanctuary of the Saints.             1000 

 

7 In the Saadh Sangat, one becomes pure, O Nanak, imbued with the Love of 
God.               297 

 

8 Life, spiritual life, is in the Lord. 
Spiritual life consists of chanting the Lord's Name in the Saadh Sangat, the 
Company of the Holy.          
  685 

 

9 In the Company of the Holy, there is no suffering.      272 
 

10 In the Company of the Holy, one chants the Praises of the Lord, Har, Har.    281
   

11 When the seed of the karma of past actions sprouted, I met the Lord; He is 
both the Enjoyer and the Renunciate. 
My darkness was dispelled when I met the Lord. O Nanak, after being asleep for 
countless incarnations, I have awakened.        204 

 

12 I have obtained all blessings from the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; 
I am a sacrifice to the True Guru.         621 

13 In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, I am sure to be saved.      1071 
 

14 Human life is precious, precious only if one gets the company of the holy. 
  Bh Gur 15/17 

 

15 Gurmukhs know (very well) that human birth is a rare opportunity. 
That is why they cultivate love for the holy congregation and enjoy all delights  

  Bh Gur 19/11 
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1 The transmigration in the 8.4 million species of life is ended if the holy company 
is pleased.Bh Gur 40/10 

 
 In reality in the whole creation only one ‘Divine Life Current’ is 
operating. 
 
2 The Word of the Shabad is a lamp, illuminating the three worlds.    664 
 
3 Your Light is prevailing everywhere. 

Wherever I look, there I see the Lord.       
  876 
 
4 The Word of Your Shabad alone is pervading everywhere; whatever You do, 

comes to pass.             654 
 

From the ‘seed’ the flower plant 
 
    grew 
     flourished 
      branches 
       leaves 
        seed-pod 
         flower 
 appeared. 
 
In this whole process of expansion, from the ‘seed’ to the ‘flower’ the 
 
    fragrance 
     colour 
      beauty 
       tenderness 
        sweetness 
         youth 
          wilting 
only one ‘life-current’ has been operating. 
 
This ‘life-current’ has been:- 
    eternally 
     continuously 
      unchangingly 
       automatically 
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       quietly 
        secretly 
and invisibly has been operating in the whole creation and it has blessed  numerous 
life forms with:- 
    ‘the gift of life’ 
     ‘the stage in life’ 
      ‘life- style’ 
       ‘life’ (itself). 
 

 This ‘gift of life’ and the ‘stage in life’ is elaborated upon in Gurbani as 
follows:-              

1 Says Kabeer, to obtain the status of eternal life, worship the Lord with devotion.  
The Name of the Lord is my only Support; with my tongue, I chant the Lord's Name. 338 

 
2 The Perfect Guru has given me the gift of spiritual life, and I center my 

consciousness on the Lord's Name.               443 
 
3 With each and every breath, he constantly remembers the Lord in meditation; 

not a single breath passes in vain.         
His fears of birth and death depart, and he obtains the honored state of eternal life. 556 

 
4 The immortal status is obtained through the Name of the Lord;   744 

the mind and body become spotless and pure, which is the true purpose of life.
  
5 Vibrating, meditating on the Lord, he is victorious in this precious human life.      980 
 
6 Now, I have obtained the state of eternal life. 

The Primal Lord, the Architect of Destiny, has come into my conscious mind; I 
seek the Sanctuary of the Saints.             1000 

 
7 If I do not forget the Naam, the Name of the Lord, then I die. Nanak offers this 

prayer.                  1214 
 
8 A person is judged to be alive, only if he sees the Lord.                       1221 
 
9 Your meditation and remembrance is life-giving, God.      743 
 
10 The Merciful, Incomparably Beautiful, Embodiment of Life. 

Vibrating the Glorious Virtues of the Lord, the noose of the Messenger of Death 
is cut away.             760 

  
11 Meditating, meditating in remembrance on Him, I have found everlasting peace. 

He is the source of life.           987 
 
It is clear from the above discussion that according to Gurbani, to change 

     Materialistic Life into Divine Life 
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the method that is indicated is 
 

1. ‘The company of holy evolved souls’ and 
2. ‘Simran’. 

 

Details pertaining to ‘the company of holy evolved souls’ has already 
been discussed in detail.  

 

Simran means recollection or to bring into ‘consciousness’. In other 
words, to ‘remember’ again and again, to bring into (our) consciousness. 

 

First the chanting of the Naam has to be done with the tongue. By and 
by with the help of the company of evolved souls and the practice (of 
Naam) the mind begins to settle into simran and one begins to experience 
indescribable calmness, peace, love, relish etc.  

 

1 Love and affection, and the taste of yearning, have welled up within;   290 
 

Then Gurmantar, the chant of the Guru, becomes beautiful and relish 
giving and slowly the ‘Gurmantar’ 

  thrusts 
   permeates 
    diffuses 
     entrenches 

 

deeply into our body, mind, sub-consciousness, into every hair and becomes 
the ‘embodiment’ of Gur-mantar itself. 
 

2 Kabeer, repeating, "You, You", I have become like You. Nothing of me remains 
in myself.                  1375 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 English version 
 
  
 
In this lofty of the loftiest, purest of the pure Divine State, we do not do 
simran. Instead the simran automatically goes on by itself in our innate self. 
In this state of spontaneous meditation the extent of bliss and joy is so great 
that the being (man) cannot discard the ‘relish of love’. 
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1 Your humble servant, O Lord, is intoxicated with Your sublime essence. 
One who obtains the treasure of the Nectar of Your Love, does not renounce it 
to go somewhere else.           532 

 

2 I have fallen in love with my Beloved Lord. ||Pause|| 
Cutting it, it does not break, and releasing it, it does not let go. Such is the 
string the Lord has tied me with.         827 

 

3 I do not forget the Lord in my mind. 
This love has now become very strong; it has burnt away other corruption.1121 

 

 In such a wondrous, mysterious state, man experiencing:- 
  ‘life current’ 
   shahbadh (word) 
    Naam 
     sound current 
      Celestial melody  
       affection 
        love  
         relish 
          joy 
           euphoria 
 

in the innate self, merge in the ‘meditation of spontaneity’. 
 

 The Infinite Being is ‘One’ and the flow of Its:- 
  Light 
   Hukam (command) 
    Shabadh (word) 
     Naam 
      sound current 
       manifestation 
 
is also One. 
 This ‘One’:- 
  ‘life current’ 
   ‘thread of life’ 
    play of love 
     ‘life’ 
 

is  
  eternally 
   uninterruptedly 
    unerringly 
     secretly 
 

‘operating and pervading’ in the innate self of each and every particle of the whole 
creation. 
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 The spontaneous flow of this ‘Life-Current’:- 
   has only One vibration, 
    has only One power, 
     has only One unchanging flow, 
      has only One life, 
which is called highest ‘status of life’ or ‘life giving’. 
 

 When a gurmukh (guru-orientated person) experiences this wondrous 
state then his simran becomes ‘life’s embodiment’ and he ‘cultivates’ and 
experiences this line from Gurbani:- 
 

Your meditation and remembrance is life-giving, God.        743 
 

His simran becomes ‘life-giving’. 
 

 When ‘man’s’ attention sometimes comes out of this ‘life-giving’ 
simran then 
 
2 Chanting it (the Naam), I live; forgetting it, I die.        9 
 
3 It is death to forget the Lord of the Universe. 

It is life to meditate on the Name of the Lord.           1361 

 
4 One whose mind and body are cooled and soothed by the True Lord-no breath 

of his is wasted.              35 
 

 The presence or form of ‘Liquor’ in a bottle is nothing but a solution 
that is colourful and bitter and its information or knowledge too is ‘hollow’. 
Upon taking a ‘peg’ the alcoholic experiences and savors some extraordinary 
physical and mental feelings (like):- 
   pleasure 
    intoxication 
     happiness 
      exuberance 
       enthusiasm  
        joy, 
etc. which inevitably spurt forth from his mind and body. 
 
 In other words:- 
    the ‘peg’ of liquor- 
    goes into the alcoholic 
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becomes power-packed and ‘life-giving’ and under its exhilaration 
alcoholic’s every:- 
 
   action 
    gesture 
     word 
      look 
       behaviour 
        thought 
         decision 
everything ‘changes’. 
 
 In this way over a period of time the alcoholic’s ‘innate self’ becomes 
the ‘embodiment of alcohol’ and he is called as an alcoholic. 
 
 In this way:- 

1. Alcohol becomes his ‘life’. 
2. ‘exhilaration’ becomes his ‘life-giving’ (force). 
3. ‘Alcohol’ and the ‘alcoholic’ assume one form. 

 
If he does not get ‘alcohol’ on time, the alcoholic experiences a 

‘restlessness’ which is like ‘death’ to him. 
 
Without the Lord, I cannot live for even a second. 
Like the addict who dies without his drug, I die without the Lord.             668 

  
 Exactly in the same way gurmukh (guru orientated person), while doing 
simran:- 
   unravel 
    discover 
     recognise 
      ‘enjoy’  
the divine ‘Life-Current’, ‘Shabadh’, the ‘melody’ of the ‘Naam’ and the 
wondrous supreme bless and themselves become the ‘embodiment of the 
Shabadh’ and in this way the simran of the Master Waheguru become their 
‘live-giving-force’ and their life-style provides the explanation of the 
Gurbani line:- 
  

Your meditation and remembrance is life-giving, O God.     743 
and according to gurmat (the teachings of the Guru) they achieve the Divine 
‘Status of Life’. 
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